RSEE Phase 2 Track 2 Discussion
Housekeeping

REMAIN MUTED
Keep yourself muted to minimize background noise

ASKING QUESTIONS
Unmute to ask verbal questions or write in the chat pod

RAISING HAND
Raise your hand using WebEx interactivity tools

The information contained in these materials is provided for general information only and does not constitute legal or regulatory advice. The ultimate responsibility for complying with the ISO FERC Tariff and other applicable laws, rules or regulations lies with you. In no event shall the ISO or its employees be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in these materials.
Our Meeting Agenda

Today we will cover...

• RSEE Policy Objective
• Current features of the RSEE Implementation
• Stakeholder Feedback
• Next Steps
The RSEE2 policy changes, related to tagging, increase reliability and transparency relating to products purchased out of the ISO Market

• Tagging LPT exports as Generation Firm Provisional (G-FP) ensures all parties to a transaction understand the quality, and firmness, of the market award
  • These exports are sourced from the ISO market and are not associated with a forward contracted non-RA resource

• Creation of DALPT, RTLPT and RTECON priority types ensures parties to a transaction are aware of their relative priority if intra-hour curtailment under the general provision of G-FP were necessary
  • Priority types allow the ISO to honor the different quality of market award
Summary of Changes Implemented in RSEE Phase 2 Track 2

- Enhancement supply consideration rules in RSE
  - Failed to Start rule exemption

- Enhanced reporting transparency for Market priority Type
  - CMRI Reporting
    - RUC Export Schedules by Market Priority Type
    - Real-Time Export Schedules by Market Priority Type
  - ADS Instruction Type column that displays associated priority

- Tag validation of Product Type (G-FP) to match with Market awards
- Tag validation of CAISO_PRIORITY_TYPE
  - DALPT
  - RTLPT
  - RTECON
Open discussion related to tagging changes

- Tag validation on submit of eTag for Product Type (G-FP) and CAISO_PRIORTY_TYPE (DALPT, RTLPT, and RTECON) to match with Market awards

- This change will not allow “placeholder” tags to be submitted as the confirmation of the scheduling priority is not yet known
Stakeholder Feedback

Raise your hand
Next Steps

- Market Simulation activities planned to start on Feb 26th, 2024
- ISO to assess Stakeholder feedback to determine manageable path forward
Reference Links

Scheduling Priorities and Export Schedules Overview:

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on Export Schedules and Scheduling Priorities:

Resource Sufficiency Evaluation Enhancements (RSEE), Phase 2, Track 1 Training:

Resource Sufficiency Evaluation Enhancements (RSEE), Phase 2, Track 2 Training:

Market Operations Business Practice Manual (BPM) Section 6.3.2:

CAISO Tariff, Section 34.12.4:
Thank you for your engagement and feedback.

For any other questions or stakeholder specific questions or concerns, please submit a CIDI ticket.